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THE NEXT INNOVATION IN EQUIPPING LEADERS TO

E N D

2 SESSIONS
PER WEEK

INTERACTIVE
COHORTS

THE VIRTUAL HAGGAI LEADER EXPERIENCE is for
driven leaders who have a passion to advance the
Gospel and an urgency to do it now.
This newly created virtual experience will be
facilitated by highly qualified, greatly respected
faculty and delivered in an online format. The
sessions are designed to inspire and prepare you to
deepen your personal relationship with Jesus and
to exponentially grow your impact in advancing the
Gospel. The experience is intentionally engineered
to take place virtually so that you can instantly
apply the principles and practices in the context of
your everyday life.
The Virtual Haggai Leader Experience may be one
of the most challenging endeavors of your lifetime,
but we know it has the potential to transform you,
your family, your community – even your nation!
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12 WEEKS

DEVOTIONALS

THE
EXPERIENCE
WILL BE…
COLLABORATIVE :: You
will form deep, lasting
relationships forged
around learning and
praying together.

PRACTICAL :: Our
faculty will guide
you to contextualize
everything to your
own culture, focusing
on the “how to” of
communicating the
Gospel effectively.

LIFE-CHANGING :: God will
use this experience to grow
your knowledge of and
intimacy with Him. You will
be inspired by God to lead
others to Jesus – not for
weeks or months, but for a
lifetime – committing to pass
on what you have learned to
at least 100 others.

FOCUSED :: We focus on
enabling you to discern
God’s will for your
life as you commit to
specific goals centered
on demonstrating and
presenting the Gospel.

COMPREHENSIVE :: Our
principles and practices
provide rich, relevant
content to deepen your
understanding and skills
on how to practically meet
others needs and reach
them with the Gospel.
VIRTUAL :: The platform
and approach is
purposely designed to
be experienced from the
framework of your own
home, so that the impact
and application can be
immediate.

